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Entangled quantum states can be given a separable decomposition if we relax the restriction that
the local operators be quantum states. Motivated by the construction of classical simulations and
local hidden variable models, we construct ‘smallest’ local sets of operators that achieve this. In
other words, given an arbitrary bipartite quantum state we construct convex sets of local operators
that allow for a separable decomposition, but that cannot be made smaller while continuing to do
so. We then consider two further variants of the problem where the local state spaces are required
to contain the local quantum states, and obtain solutions for a variety of cases including a region
of pure states around the maximally entangled state. The methods involve calculating certain
forms of cross norm. Two of the variants of the problem have a strong relationship to theorems
on ensemble decompositions of positive operators, and our results thereby give those theorems an
added interpretation. The results generalise those obtained in our previous work on this topic [New
J. Phys. 17, 093047 (2015)].
PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.65.-w, 03.65.Ta, 03.65.Ud.
I. BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW
In recent years a variety of work has examined the nature of quantum entanglement by considering quantum systems
as examples of more general structures. In the study of generalised probabilistic theories [1], for example, various
axioms are postulated (such as no instant signalling) for reasonable physical theories, without necessarily demanding
that the theory has an underlying Hilbert space or operator space structure. Other works have considered theories
with an operator structure, but where the operators are allowed for instance to have negative eigenvalues [2], so long
as the measurements are restricted in a way that leads to valid probabilities. The work of [3] was one of the ﬁrst to
consider the consequences of this line of thinking for entangled quantum states. A feature emerging from these previous
constructions is the idea that if the available observables we have are restricted, then, in principle, our perception
of the entanglement in a given system may change. In other articles this idea motivated us to consider whether this
can help design new local hidden variable (LHV) models [4] and classical simulation methods for entangled quantum
states measured in restricted ways [5–7].
One of the observations underlying the present work is that by allowing local state spaces to contain non-quantum
operators, an entangled quantum state may in fact admit a separable decomposition that can be considered to
be unentangled if the measurements available are restricted. This motivates the question: if we want to use such
generalised separable decompositions for the construction of LHVmodels or for eﬃcient classical simulation algorithms,
what such decompositions are useful? This question motivated a problem that we considered in a previous work [8]:
what are the smallest sets of operators such that a given entangled quantum state admits a separable decomposition?
In this work we will generalise the results of [8] to a much wider family of states.
Structure—This paper is structured as follows. In section II we explain and motivate the four problems (Problems
1,2,2*,3) that we consider in this work. In section III we present some norms that we use to characterise how small
a given set of states is. In section IV we present a summary of our main results, which constitute three Theorems.
Theorem 1 characterises all solutions to Problem 1 for all bipartite states for a subset of the norms that we consider,
and it is proven in section V. Theorem 2 solves Problem 2 for all bipartite states, and is proven in section VI. Theorem
3 presents solutions to problems 2* and 3 for certain families of bipartite state (including the pure states in a region
around the maximally entangled state), and is proven in section VII. Those not interested in proofs may skip sections
V,VI, and VII.
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2II. GENERALISED SEPARABILITY AND PROBLEMS CONSIDERED
In this work we will be concerned with a bipartite setting in which there are two systems A and B with arbitrary
ﬁnite local Hilbert space dimensions. Their joint Hilbert space is HAB = HA ⊗ HB and their quantum state is
described by a density operator ρAB with ρAB ≥ 0 and tr(ρAB) = 1. According to the standard deﬁnition of quantum
entanglement, a state ρAB is said to be separable if
ρAB =
∑
j
pjρ
A
j ⊗ ρBj , (1)
where the local quantum operators ρAj and ρ
B
j are positive semideﬁnite with tr(ρ
A
j ) = tr(ρ
B
j ) = 1, and pj forms a
probability distribution, otherwise it is said to be entangled [9]. In this work we will be interested in generalising these
deﬁnitions, and so we will instead use the expressions quantum-separable or quantum-entangled. The reason for this
is that if one relaxes the requirement that ρAj and ρ
B
j be positive operators, then one can indeed construct ‘separable’
decompositions for any bipartite state ρAB. An illustrative example can be constructed from the operator-Schmidt
decomposition of any given quantum state ρAB:
ρAB =
D∑
i=1
λiXi ⊗ Yi, (2)
where Xi and Yi are local orthonormal operator bases (i.e. tr(X
†
iXj) = tr(Y
†
i Yj) = δij), the Schmidt coeﬃcients
λi > 0 are real positive numbers, and the operator-Schmidt rank D satisﬁes D ≤ dim(HA)2, dim(HB)2. Deﬁning
λ :=
∑
i λi, and X˜i :=
√
λXi, Y˜i :=
√
λYi, we can rewrite this decomposition in the separable form:
ρAB =
D∑
i=1
λi
λ
X˜i ⊗ Y˜i. (3)
As the coeﬃcients λi/λ form a probability distribution, Eq. (3) is a separable decomposition in terms of typically
non-positive operators X˜i, Y˜j . Although Eq. (3) may seem like a trivial rewriting of the Schmidt decomposition, we
shall show later that this decomposition has an interesting property:
If we consider the local operator sets formed from the convex hulls of the X˜i and Y˜i for each subsys-
tem separately, then the resulting sets cannot be made smaller while continuing to admit a separable
decomposition for ρAB.
Hence we say that the decomposition Eq. (3) is an example of a ‘smallest’ separable decomposition for the state
ρAB. Finding such decompositions for various deﬁnitions of ‘smallest’ will be the central aim of this article.
The motivation for looking for such smallest separable decompositions arises from their utility in the construction
of LHV models or eﬃcient classical simulation algorithms (see, for example, [7, 8]). The basic principle that underpins
such constructions is the idea that a non-positive operator (a non-physical quantum state—i.e. cannot be prepared by
a physical process) can in fact be considered a valid description of quantum system when the available measurements
are restricted. Variations of this idea have a long history, going back at least as far as the Wigner function [10]. For
convenience we brieﬂy review why this is.
Consider an experiment in which a quantum state ρ undergoes a physical process P consisting of a transformation
L : ρ 7→ L(ρ), followed by a measurement yielding an outcome corresponding to a measurement operator M ≥ 0.
The whole process, denoted by P(L,M), occurs with probability tr(ML(ρ))/tr(L(ρ)). In such situations, it would be
instructive to decompose ρ into a probabilistic ensemble of positive density matrices ρi, each prepared with classical
probability pi, such that ρ =
∑
i piρi. Due to linearity, one can analyse the experiment in terms of the processP(L,M) acting individually on each of the ρi operators in the decomposition. This approach usually assumes that
each ρi is a positive operator, however, it works even when the operators ρi that appear in the decomposition are not
positive, provided that the processes P(L,M) being considered are restricted so that all the ρi satisfy tr(ML(ρi)) ≥ 0
and tr(L(ρi)) > 0. These properties ensure that the classical manipulation of the probabilities pi follows the usual
Bayesian rules, and hence there are no obstacles to considering the system as a mixture of the otherwise non-physical
operators ρi [25].
We refer to the properties tr(ML(ρi)) ≥ 0 and tr(L(ρi)) > 0 as notions of generalised positivity with respect
to P(L,M). In this paper the choice of L and M will be either arbitrary or clear from the context, and so for
brevity we will usually just use the term generalised positivity without explicitly mentioning the transformations L or
measurements M .
3LHV construction and motivating examples for Bell states—One of the motivations for looking for such generalised
separable decompositions is that they can provide LHV models for measurements for which the local operators are
positive. For convenience we now explain this standard argument (as used, for example in the use of Wigner functions
to construct LHV models [11]). Suppose that
ρAB =
∑
i
qiAi ⊗Bi,
is a separable decomposition of a quantum state ρAB, where Ai and Bi are generalised-positive for local positive-
operator valued measures (POVMs) M = {Mi|Mi ≥ 0,
∑
iMi = 1} and N = {Ni|Ni ≥ 0,
∑
iNi = 1}. The qi must
be positive but need not be normalised. The probability of obtaining outcomes Mk ∈ M and Nl ∈ N is
tr(ρABMk ⊗Nl) =
∑
i
qitr(AiMk)tr(BiNl),
=
∑
i
qia(k|i)b(l|i), (4)
where a(k|i) := tr(AiMk) ≥ 0 and b(l|i) := tr(BiNl) ≥ 0. The completeness of the POVMs implies that
∑
k a(k|i) =
tr(Ai) and
∑
l b(l|i) = tr(Bi). From this we see that if operators Ai or Bi are traceless, then the quantities a(k|i) or
b(l|i) will be all zero, and will not contribute to the sum in Eq. (4). Hence we may ignore those terms and rewrite
Eq. (4) as:
tr(ρABMk ⊗Nl) =
∑
i:tr{Ai},tr{Bi}>0
qitr(Ai)tr(Bi)
a(k|i)
tr(Ai)
b(l|i)
tr(Bi)
=
∑
i:tr{Ai},tr{Bi}>0
pir(k|i)s(l|i) (5)
where pi := qitr(Ai)tr(Bi), r(k|i) := a(k|i)/tr(Ai), s(l|i) := b(l|i)/tr(Bi). From the fact that tr(ρAB) = 1 it follows
that pi is a normalised probability distribution, and r(k|i) and s(l|i) are normalised conditional probability distribu-
tions. Hence we see that Eq. (5) supplies a LHV model for the probability distribution tr(ρABMk⊗Nl). Note that as
demonstrated by the Werner states [9] in the case of projective quantum measurements, a lack of generalised separa-
bility for a given class of measurements does not necessarily imply that a state is non-local w.r.t. those measurements
(although for a small enough number of measurements and measurement outcomes the two are equivalent [5]).
In order for a separable decomposition to be useful for constructing LHV models in this way, we would like the local
operators appearing in the decomposition to be generalised positive for as large a set of measurements as possible. In
this respect there are some separable decompositions that are more useful than others. We will illustrate this point,
as well as the theorems that we present later, in reference to three example separable decompositions (all of which
are actually examples of 3) of the density matrix corresponding to the canonical Bell state |φ+〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉+ |11〉):
1. It is well known from the stabiliser formalism that the Bell state can be written a in terms of the separable
decomposition:
|φ+〉 〈φ+| = 1
4
I ⊗ I + 1
4
σx ⊗ σx + 1
4
σy ⊗ σTy +
1
4
σz ⊗ σz , (6)
where {σx, σy, σz} are the conventional Pauli operators. While the operators σx, σy, σz can be generalised
positive for a large class of measurement operators (e.g. measurement operators with Bloch vectors in the
positive orthant), this decomposition is useless for constructing LHV models, as the traceless operators σx, σy, σz
cannot be generalised positive for a complete POVM other than the trivial identity measurement.
2. Consider now a second separable decomposition:
|φ+〉 〈φ+| = 1
4
(
√
2 |0〉 〈0|)⊗ (
√
2 |0〉 〈0|) + 1
4
(
√
2 |1〉 〈1|)⊗ (
√
2 |1〉 〈1|) + 1
4
σx ⊗ σx + 1
4
σy ⊗ σTy . (7)
This decomposition better than the ﬁrst, but still only yields a LHV model only for trivial local σz observable
measurements. By following the procedure given above, the LHV terms for the σz measurement are
pi =
(
1
2
,
1
2
, 0, 0
)
,
r(k = +1|i) = s(k = +1|i) = (1, 0, 0, 0),
r(k = −1|i) = s(k = −1|i) = (0, 1, 0, 0).
43. Consider now another decomposition of the same Bell state that occurs in the study of discrete Wigner functions
([8, 12]):
|φ+〉 〈φ+| = 1
4
4∑
i=1
Wi ⊗WTi , (8)
where the {Wi} form a subset of the phase-point operators [12], deﬁned as
W1 =
1
2
(1 + σx + σy + σz),
W2 =
1
2
(1 + σx − σy − σz),
W3 =
1
2
(1− σx + σy − σz),
W4 =
1
2
(1− σz − σy + σz).
The decomposition in Eq. (8) is much better than the ﬁrst two - it yields a LHV model for a much larger
set S of local measurement operators. For system A, this set turns out to be the measurement operators with
Bloch vectors in Q ∩ T , where Q is the set of single qubit operators (i.e. the Bloch sphere) and T is the
tetrahedron whose four vertices are the Wi (see Ref. [8]). For system B, the set of local measurement operators
is the transpose of those for A. The set S includes all the Pauli observables. In addition, it includes local
non-stabilizer POVMs such as {c |m〉 〈m| , 1 − c |m〉 〈m|} for small enough c > 0 where |m〉 is the (magic [13])
state with Bloch vector (1, 1, 1)/
√
3.
These examples demonstrate the value of ﬁnding a separable decomposition with local operators that are generalised
positive for the largest possible classes of local measurements or processes. How may we identify decompositions
with such properties? In order to address this question we will follow the strategy described in our previous work
[8], which was built upon a key property implicitly shared by all notions of generalised positivity: because operators
satisfying a given notion of generalised positivity form a convex set, if a set of local operators VA is positive for a given
notion of generalised positivity, then so is the convex hull of any subset WA ⊂ VA. This implies that if two separable
decompositions exist such that the local convex state spaces of one decomposition are contained within those of the
other decomposition, then the smaller decomposition can only be more useful. By minimising the local state spaces,
for example, we can only enlarge the corresponding dual space of local measurements, thereby achieving better LHV
models. This is the motivation behind the question that was posed in [8] and that we continue to explore in this
work: what are the smallest sets of local operators such that a given entangled quantum state ρAB is separable with
respect to them?
Problem variants— To make this question precise we must deﬁne the term ‘smallest’ more precisely. In a previous
article [8] we considered three variants of the problem motivated by diﬀerent deﬁnitions of the word ‘smallest’, and
presented solutions for some states. In this article we generalise those arguments, obtaining solutions for all bipartite
states for two of the problems, and for certain families of bipartite state for the other one. As a technical tool to
facilitate the discussion we will also add another variant (which we call Problem 2*)—while this variant was in fact
considered in [8], it was not explicitly deﬁned. Hence there are four problems that we consider, which are:
• Problem 1: For a given bipartite quantum state ρAB consider all pairs of convex sets (VA,VB) (which we call
‘state spaces’) for which ρAB is separable, and work out the minimum (in all cases considered in this paper the
minimum exists) value of ‖VA‖‖VB‖, where we deﬁne the size ‖V‖ of a state space V relative to some choice of
norm ‖•‖ as ‖V‖ := sup{‖X‖|X ∈ V}. In [8] this was shown to be equivalent to computing a form of cross-norm
[14, 15] built from ‖ • ‖ (readers that are not familiar with cross norms may see Eq. (11) for a deﬁnition of the
versions that we consider here). Depending upon the choice of norm, this problem may not have strong physical
meaning by itself. However, we use it as a mathematical tool to solve other variants of the problem.
• Problem 2: For a given quantum state ρAB, consider all pairs of state spaces (VA,VB) for which ρAB is
separable, and identify pairs (VA,VB) such that no strict subsets (WA ⊂ VA,WB ⊆ VB) or (WA ⊆ VA,WB ⊂
VB) exist for which ρAB is (WA,WB)-separable. The motivation for this problem is the fact that generalised
positivity of a set implies generalised positivity of any subset, so it is in our advantage to look for the smallest
separable decompositions. As shown in [8], all the separable decompositions given above for |φ+〉 〈φ+| are
solutions to Problem 2 (the fact that two of them are not of use for constructing LHV models is a motivation
for the next two problems).
5• Problem 2*: The same as Problem 2, but with the additional constraint that we identify smallest state spaces
under the restriction that they must contain the local quantum states and they only contain operators with unit
trace. For the purposes of this article the motivation for Problem 2* is primarily technical, because it turns
out that the conic hull [26] of solutions to Problem 2* automatically give a solution our next problem (see [8]).
However, in applications of the separable decompositions to classically eﬃcient simulations of quantum systems
(not just LHV models), the restriction to unit trace operators can be important for making sure that sampling
occurs correctly [7].
• Problem 3: The same as Problem 2, but with the additional constraint that the state spaces (VA,VB) must
be convex cones of positive trace operators that contain the quantum states (in this case the weights appearing
in the separable decomposition need only be positive—whether they form a normalised probability distribution
is irrelevant as we are now dealing with cones). The motivation for this problem is explained in [8] and footnote
[17].
In the next few sections we present a solutions to these problems for more general states than were considered in
[8]. The key technique is the use of certain norms to characterise the local operators and the entangled state. Loosely
speaking, the strategy of our arguments follows the reasoning used in [8]: by evaluating a type of cross-norm (deﬁned
later) on an entangled state we obtain an achievable lower bound on the size of the local operator spaces appearing
in the decomposition. We are able to generalise [8] to much larger families of states by considering a broader family
of norms than were considered there.
III. LINEARLY TRANSFORMED 2-NORMS AND CROSS-NORMS
In this article we will use a particular class of norms on a single state space. These norms are given by a 2-norm
of the output of a ﬁxed invertible linear transformation Λ on the operator from the state space, and we denote them
in the following way:
‖X‖Λ := ‖Λ(X)‖2. (9)
Here Λ is an invertible linear transformation, and ‖Λ(X)‖2 refers to the 2-norm of Λ(X) (the 2-norm of an operator
Y is deﬁned as
√
tr(Y †Y )). As described above this norm can induce a norm on sets V of operators via the deﬁnition
‖V‖Λ := sup{‖X‖Λ|X ∈ V}.
There are two reasons why these norms are useful to us: ﬁrstly the triangle inequality is strict for them, i.e.
‖X + Y ‖Λ < ‖X‖Λ + ‖Y ‖Λ, (10)
unless X = cY for some positive number c [18], and secondly we can calculate the resulting cross norms (see e.g.
[14, 15, 19] for use in entanglement theory, or Eq. (11) for the ones we use here) explicitly in a number of cases.
We note that strictness of the triangle inequality holds for a variety of other norms (such as the so-called Schatten
p-norms with 1 < p < ∞), so it is possible that our arguments could generalise as long as the resulting cross norms
can be calculated.
We will use these single state space norms to construct types of cross norm on more than one state space. Given
two invertible linear transformations Λ,Γ we will deﬁne the Λ,Γ cross-norm as:
‖ρAB‖Λ,Γ := inf{
∑
i
‖Ai‖Λ‖Bi‖Γ : ρAB =
∑
i
Ai ⊗Bi} (11)
The arguments presented in [8] show that ‖ρAB‖Λ,Γ is equivalent to the inﬁmum value of ‖VA‖Λ‖VB‖Γ over all pairs
of sets VA,VB such that ρAB is (VA,VB)-separable. We will use these cross norms to help us apply solutions presented
in [8] for the maximally entangled state to more general settings. It will be important to our arguments that we
can explicitly calculate optimal decompositions (11) in a variety of cases, thereby adding to solutions that have been
computed in previous works [14, 15].
6IV. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
In this section we summarize the main results of the paper. We describe the linear transformations Λ,Γ by
expanding in the orthonormal basis that describes the operator-Schmidt decomposition of the state ρAB of interest.
So for instance we write:
Λ(Xi) =
∑
i,j
RijXj , (12)
where R = {Rij} is a D ×D matrix. With this notation our main results are as follows.
Theorem 1. (Solutions to Problem 1) Consider a bipartite quantum state ρAB with operator-Schmidt decomposition
ρAB =
∑D
i=1 siXi ⊗ Yi with si > 0. Define S = diag(si) and make arbitrary choices of the following: an invertible
D ×D positive diagonal matrix R, positive constants ck, k = 1, . . . , N , probability distribution pk, k = 1, . . . , N , and
D ×N isometry U . Then
ρAB =
N∑
k=1
pkA
k ⊗Bk, (13)
with
Ak =
√
1
pkck
D∑
i=1
(
√
SR−1U)ikXi,
Bk =
√
ck
pk
D∑
i=1
(
√
SRU)∗ikYi, (14)
gives a separable decomposition for ρAB that solves Problem 1, i.e. it achieves the minimal R,R
−1 cross-norm.
Moreover, all R,R−1 cross-norm achieving separable decompositions can be written in this form. By choosing R =
√
S,
Uij = δij, ck = pk, we find that the operator-Schmidt decomposition itself is a solution to Problem 1.
In the examples given for the Bell state in the introduction all the decompositions satisfy this theorem and are
hence solutions to Problem 1. More generally, the operator-Schmidt decomposition in Eq. (3) satisﬁes this theorem.
Theorem 2. (Solutions to Problem 2) Consider a bipartite quantum state ρAB with operator-Schmidt decomposition
ρAB =
∑D
i=1 siXi ⊗ Yi with si > 0. Define S = diag(si) and make arbitrary choices of the following: an invertible
D ×D positive diagonal matrix R, a positive constants c and D ×D unitary matrix U . Then
ρAB =
N∑
k=1
pkA
k ⊗Bk, (15)
with
Ak =
√
1
pkc
D∑
i=1
(
√
SR−1U)ikXi,
Bk =
√
c
pk
D∑
i=1
(
√
SRU)∗ikYi,
pk =
D∑
i=1
|Uik|2 si∑
j sj
, (16)
gives a separable decomposition for ρAB that solves Problem 2, i.e. it achieves the minimal R,R
−1 cross-norm and is
a smallest one, in the sense that the sets:
VA := conv{Ak|k = 1, . . . , D},
VB := conv{Bk|k = 1, . . . , D},
cannot be made smaller while continuing to admit a separable decomposition for ρAB. By choosing R =
√
1
c
1 and
Uij = δij we find that the operator-Schmidt decomposition itself is a solution to Problem 2.
7Note the close parallels between this result and theorems on ensemble decompositions of density matrices (see
[20–22] and Theorem 2.6 in [23]).
In the examples given for the Bell state in the introduction all decompositions are satisfy this theorem and are
hence solutions to Problem 2. More generally, the operator-Schmidt decomposition in Eq. (3) satisﬁes this theorem
and thus provides a solution to Problem 2.
Theorem 3. (Solutions to Problem 2* and Problem 3 for some states.) Consider a bipartite quantum state that can
be expressed as ρAB = E ⊗ F(Ψ), where Ψ is the canonical maximally entangled state and E ,F are invertible linear
maps. Then provided E ,F satisfy the following:
(A) a basis of operators Wi can be found such that tr(W
†
i Wj) = dδij and tr(E(Wi)) = 1 and tr(F(WTi )) = 1,
(B) ||E−1(σ)||2, ||F−1(σ)||2 <
√
d for any local quantum states σ,
then ρAB is separable w.r.t both the unit trace convex hulls
conv{E(Wi)
⋃
QA} , conv{F(WTi )
⋃
QB} (17)
where QA,QB are the local quantum states for particles A, B respectively, and the positive trace conic hulls:
coni{E(Wi)
⋃
QA} , coni{F(WTi )
⋃
QB} (18)
Moreover, these convex (resp. conic) sets contain no convex (resp. conic) strict subsets that both contain the local
quantum states and maintain separability of ρAB. Hence they give a solution to Problem 2* (resp. Problem 3) for
any ρAB satisfying the two conditions. Condition (A) holds for all bipartite pure states, and all bipartite states that
can be obtained from Ψ by local CPTP maps. Condition (B) holds for all bipartite states satisfying mink sk > 1/d
2,
where sk are the operator-Schmidt coefficients, which in turn holds for states in a finite region around the maximally
entangled state.
In the examples given for the Bell state in the introduction, taking the convex/conic hull of the local quantum
states with the local operators of the last decomposition gives an example of this solution.
V. PROOF OF THEOREM 1: CHARACTERISATION OF SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEM 1 FOR SOME
CROSS NORMS.
In this section we will characterise solutions to Problem 1 for a particular subset of the cross norms deﬁned by
picking Γ = Λ−1. We choose these norms because they enable us to treat the problem in a very similar way to the
problem of ﬁnding decompositions of positive operators, and hence draw upon solutions to that problem (see [20–22],
or the discussion around Theorem 2.6 in [23]). In later sections we will show that among the solutions we obtain to
Problem 1 there are many that also solve Problem 2.
We begin by deriving a simple lower bound on the cross norms deﬁned by picking Γ = Λ−1. Consider an operator
written out in an operator-Schmidt decomposition:
ρAB =
D∑
i=1
siXi ⊗ Yi ≡
∑
i
siδijXi ⊗ Yj . (19)
Now consider any generalised separable decomposition of ρAB:
ρAB =
N∑
k=1
pkA
k ⊗Bk. (20)
We will expand Ak and Bk in terms of the operators Xi, Yj in the following way: A
k =
∑
akiXi and B
k =
∑
(bki )
∗Yi,
where aki and b
k
i are expansion coeﬃcients (the complex conjugate on the b
k
i is for later convenience). We will perform
all calculations in this representation. Let us use the symbols ak and bk to represent vectors of these expansion
coeﬃcients aki and b
k
i , respectively. It is useful to note that the the 2-norms of the local operators are given by
8‖Ak‖2 = ‖ak‖2 and ‖Bk‖2 = ‖bk‖2. For the two expressions for ρAB to be equal, we require the following three
equivalent equations to hold:
siδij =
N∑
k=1
pkα
k
i (β
k
j )
∗,
⇔ √si√sjδij =
N∑
k=1
pkα
k
i (β
k
j )
∗,
⇔ δij =
N∑
k=1
pk
αki√
si
(
βkj√
si
)∗
. (21)
If we sum the ﬁrst of these equations over i = j we get:∑
i
si =
∑
k
pk〈bk,ak〉 ≤
∑
k
pk‖ak‖‖bk‖, (22)
where the inequality follows from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. This equation gives us a lower bound for the usual cross
2-norm, which is in fact tight [14, 15]. However, the route taken to this equation can be used to give a lower bound
for the larger class of norms involving linear transformations Λ = Γ−1 on the two subsystems. To see this consider
representing Λ by a linear transformation R acting on the space of vectors ak. Then we note that:
〈bk,ak〉 = 〈R−1bk, Rak〉.
Given R we may rewrite Eq. (22) as: ∑
i
si =
∑
k
pk〈R−1bk, Rak〉,
≤
∑
k
pk‖Rak‖‖R−1bk‖. (23)
This is the lower bound that we set out to derive. We may consider ‖Rak‖, ‖R−1bk‖ as deﬁning a cross norm
calculated by ﬁrst applying invertible linear transformations R to the ﬁrst system, and R−1 to the second system,
and then computing the 2-norm. In other words we are considering a cross norm of the type discussed above, but
with Λ set by R and Γ set by R−1.
Although the lower bound (23) will not be tight in general, we will now show that it is true if we restrict R that
to be diagonal and positive. In other words we will demonstrate that for diagonal positive R the reverse inequality
holds too: ∑
k
pk‖Rak‖‖R−1bk‖ ≤
∑
i
si. (24)
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that the only way that the previous two equations could possibly be compatible
is if we have ‖Rak‖2‖R−1bk‖2 = 〈R−1bk, Rak〉 for all k, and hence Rak and R−1bk must be proportional:
R−1bk = ckRak,
⇒ bk = ckR2ak, (25)
for some positive numbers ck that may depend upon k. As we now show, it is this condition that links our problem
to previously known results on the decomposition of positive operators. Let us insert Eq. (25) into one of Eqs. (21)
to eliminate the bkj :
siδij =
∑
k
pkcka
k
i
∑
g
(
R2
)
jg
(akg)
∗. (26)
Multiplying both sides by R−2 gives: ∑
j
siδij
(
R−2
)
hj
=
∑
k
pkcka
k
i (a
k
h)
∗,
⇒
∑
j
siδij
(
R−2
)
jh
=
∑
k
pkcka
k
i (a
k
h)
∗. (27)
9We are looking for pk, ck (which are positive) and a
k
i that satisfy these equations. Hence we see from Eq. (27) that
we are looking for a positive decomposition of the matrix on the left-hand-side, and may thereby draw upon previous
results on that problem ([20–23]). It would of course not be possible to do this if the operator on the left-hand-side
were not positive, and this is why we picked R deliberately to be diagonal and positive so that the LHS is positive
(although there is a slightly more general class of R that would satisfy this, it turns out that the more general
argument still leads to the same decompositions). If we deﬁne a D×D matrix S as the diagonal matrix with matrix
elements siδij , and another D × N matrix Z with matrix elements Zik = √pkckaki , then Eq. (27) can be rewritten
more concisely as:
SR−2 = ZZ†. (28)
The separable decomposition is represented by the matrix Z and the coeﬃcients pk, ck. We would hence like to ﬁnd
values for these variables that solve this equation. Notice that Eq. (28) is simply the statement that Z is a square
root of the positive operator SR−2. Hence:
Z =
√
SR−1U, (29)
for an isometry U .
Let us summarise where we are. Given a positive invertible diagonal matrix R, a probability distribution pk, and a
set of positive numbers ck, a separable decomposition satisfying the assertion (24) can exist only if Z is given by (29).
Writing these equations out explicitly, we ﬁnd that any separable decomposition achieving (24) must necessarily be
of the form:
ρAB =
N∑
k=1
pkA
k ⊗Bk,
Ak =
∑
akiXi =
√
1
pkck
∑
i
(
√
SR−1U)ikXi,
Bk =
∑
(bki )
∗Yi =
√
ck
pk
∑
i
(
√
SRU)∗ikYi. (30)
To show that this is also suﬃcient, we must verify that this is indeed a separable decomposition (the fact that it
satisﬁes (24) is by construction). A short calculation veriﬁes that this is true for arbitrary pk, ck > 0 [24]. Hence, we see
that Eq. (30) is indeed a separable decomposition for ρAB, and moreover it characterises all separable decompositions
that achieve the cross-norm deﬁned by R,R−1. The ck simply serves as a ‘scale’ factor that cancels out when forming
Ak⊗Bk—so we can use it to make the norm of any operator on Bob’s side small, but only at the expense of making the
corresponding operator on Alice’s side large. Note that (as follows from the connections in [8]) Eqs. (30) characterise
all cross-norm achieving decompositions, not just separable ones (indeed nothing in our above arguments requires∑
k pk = 1).
VI. PROOF OF THEOREM 2: DECOMPOSITIONS WITH A MINIMAL NUMBER OF OPERATORS
HAVING THE SAME NORM
The previous section characterises all separable decompositions achieving the minimal value of the cross-norm
deﬁned through R and R−1. We will now show that some of the decomposition of Theorem 1 also yield solutions to
Problem 2. We will do this by picking decompositions with two properties: (a) for which there is the minimal number
of operators (N = D) on each side, (b) for which the local expansion vectors on Alice’s side all have the same norm,
and for which the local expansion vectors on Bob’s side all have the same norm. In such cases, the only operators
from within the local state spaces that have a high enough norm to be part of a separable decomposition are hence
the extremal points (the fact that the triangle inequality is strict means that only the the extremal points have a high
enough norm). Moreover, as we need all D of them from each local state space, such state spaces have the property
that we cannot make them smaller while preserving separability.
To complete the argument we hence need to show how to pick decompositions with the two properties (a),(b).
Property (a) can be guaranteed by restricting the U appearing in the decompositions to be a square unitary matrix.
This means that we only have decompositions with the minimal number D of local operators, hence satisfying (a).
We must now work out which of these decompositions satisfy (b), i.e. with all operators having the same norm. The
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squares of the norms of the vectors ak, bk in the decomposition are given by:
‖Rak‖2 = 1
pkck
∑
i
|Uik|2si,
‖R−1bk‖2 = ck
pk
∑
i
|Uik|2si. (31)
If we wish ‖Rak‖2, say, to be same for all k then we require it to be a constant, which we denote w:
w =
1
pkck
∑
i
|Uik|2si, (32)
i.e. we require that:
wpkck =
∑
i
|Uik|2si. (33)
Note that the |Uik|2 form the entries of a doubly stochastic matrix (note that it is square as N = D, the minimal
number allowed). The value of w is ﬁxed by summing both sides over k, i:
w =
∑
i si∑
k pkck
. (34)
Hence Eq. (33) becomes:
pkck∑
l plcl
=
∑
i
|Uik|2 si∑
j sj
. (35)
We may go through the same argument for the operators on Bob’s side. The result is obtained by replacing ck with
1/ck:
pk/ck∑
l pl/cl
=
∑
i
|Uik|2 si∑
j sj
. (36)
These two equations tell us that the probability distributions deﬁned by:
pkck∑
l plcl
;
pk/ck∑
l pl/cl
, (37)
must be majorized by the probability distribution deﬁned by:
si∑
j sj
, (38)
with the corresponding doubly stochastic matrix (taking the latter distribution to the former distributions) given by
the absolute square elements of a unitary:
|Uik|2. (39)
The only way that this can happen is if the two probability distributions (37) are identical, which requires that for
all k, k′:
pkck
pk/ck
=
pk′ck′
pk′/ck′
,
⇒ ck = ck′ . (40)
So we must set ck = c where c is some positive constant, and hence in Eq. (37) the c’s cancel and the two probability
distributions become identical. Hence, we ﬁnd that a separable decomposition:
ρAB =
D∑
k=1
pkA
k ⊗Bk,
Ak =
√
1
pkc
D∑
i=1
(
√
SR−1U)ikXi,
Bk =
√
c
pk
D∑
i=1
(
√
SRU)∗ikYi, (41)
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is a smallest one if the pk are chosen so that:
pk =
D∑
i=1
|Uik|2 si∑
j sj
. (42)
The above argument can also be used to construct solutions to Problem 2 under the restriction that the local state
spaces are Hermitian. As a quantum state ρAB is Hermitian, the Xi and Yi in the operator-Schmidt decomposition
can be taken to be Hermitian. If we want to restrict the separable decomposition to involve only Hermitian operators,
then we can do so by further restricting the unitary U to in fact be a real orthogonal matrix O.
Note the close parallels between this result and theorems on ensemble decompositions of density matrices (see [20–
22] and Theorem 2.6 in [23]). By choosing R =
√
1
c
1 and Uij = δij we ﬁnd that the operator-Schmidt decomposition
itself is a solution to Problem 2, as we claimed in the introduction.
VII. PROOF OF THEOREM 3: OBTAINING SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEM 3 FROM THE MAXIMALLY
ENTANGLED CASE
The solutions to Problems 1 and 2 in the previous sections do not provide solutions to Problem 2* or Problem
3. The motivation for Problem 3 is that its solution maximises the set of quantum eﬀects for which the separable
decomposition gives a LHV model: taking the conic hull of a state space does not reduce the dual set of quantum
measurements for which the state space is positive; requiring the inclusion of the quantum states in the the conic hull
means that the dual only contains quantum effects (that is, positive semideﬁnite operators); and requiring positive
trace means that all such quantum eﬀects can be completed to give POVMs (in the sense that for positive trace
operators, positivity w.r.t. quantum POVM element M automatically implies positivity w.r.t. I −M too).
In order to solve Problem 3, we must identify conic state spaces containing the local quantum states that cannot
be made smaller while maintaining separability of ρAB. To do this we will ﬁrst identify, for a family of bipartite
quantum states that includes all pure states, local state spaces consisting of unit trace operators that solve Problem
2. We will then argue that, provided that the quantum state ρAB is correlated enough, adding the unit trace local
quantum operators to these state spaces also solves Problem 2*. The conic hull of these state solutions automatically
gives solutions to Problem 3, as explained in [8].
So our main aim is to hence obtain solutions to Problem 2*. One might attempt a solution to Problem 2* by taking
the solutions to Problem 2 described in Theorem 2, and looking for U, pk, c that make the operators in Eq. (41) have
unit trace. Although [8] shows that was possible to do this for the maximally entangled state, we have not been able
to carry out that approach for more general ρAB. However, we will see that it is possible to transform the solutions
for the maximally entangled state into solutions to both Problem 2* (and hence Problem 3) for more general quantum
states ρAB that possess two technical properties that we describe below.
Let us ﬁrst recap the solution to Problem 2 in the case of the maximally entangled state on particles with d =
dim(HA) = dim(HB):
|Ψ〉 = 1√
d
d∑
i
|ii〉 . (43)
In [8] it was shown that any basis of orthogonal local operators {Ci|i = 1...d2} normalised to tr(CiC†j ) = dδij gives a
smallest separable decomposition of Ψ := |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| via:
Ψ =
1
d2
∑
i
Ci ⊗ CTi . (44)
In order to see how this can be of use for solving Problem 2* for more general ρAB, consider writing ρAB in terms of
local invertible transformations on Ψ, i.e.
ρAB = E ⊗ F(Ψ), (45)
where E ,F are linear invertible maps. As long as ρAB has the same operator-Schmidt rank as Ψ, i.e. d2, then this
is possible. Note that we do not require E ,F to be completely positive or trace preserving maps—they only have to
be linear and invertible. Although there are many possible choices for E ,F , we will explicitly consider the following
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ones that are constructed from the Schmidt form of ρAB:
E(σ) =
∑
j
√
sjXjtr(C
†
jσ),
F(σ) =
∑
j
√
sjYjtr((C
T
j )
†σ). (46)
Let us now consider an alternative separable decomposition for Ψ in terms of another set of basis operators (where
tr(W †i Wj) = dδij), i.e. now decompose Ψ as:
Ψ =
1
d2
∑
i
Wi ⊗WTi . (47)
For the state ρAB and for any suitable choice of E ,F we can get a separable decomposition for ρAB by acting upon
this decomposition of Ψ with E ,F to give:
ρAB =
1
d2
d2∑
i=1
E(Wi)⊗F(WTi ). (48)
It is not diﬃcult to see that this gives a solution to Problem 2: the local state spaces given by the convex hulls of
the {E(Wi)} and the {F(WTi )} are solutions to Problem 2 for ρAB because if they weren’t, we could identify smaller
subset that give a separable decomposition for ρAB, and then apply the inverse maps to get smaller state spaces
than the convex hulls of the Wi,W
T
i for which Ψ is separable. As this is not possible, this means that {E(Wi)} and
{F(WTi )} give solutions to Problem 2 for ρAB of full operator-Schmidt rank. Note that this method of solution is
diﬀerent to the one developed earlier sections—there is no restriction on E ,F other than invertibility, and so far we
have not considered any norms on ρAB anyway.
We will now see how this method can be extended to solve Problem 2* provided that we make two further assump-
tions about ρAB:
(A) There exist Wi,W
T
i satisfying tr(W
†
i Wj) = dδij such that the {E(Wi)} and {F(WTi )} are of unit trace. In the
appendix we show that an inﬁnite number of such W s can be found if ρAB is such that tr(Xi) = tr(Yi), and
this is in turn true for instance if ρAB is a bipartite pure state. Furthermore, in the case that E ,F are CPTP
maps then this can always be achieved by picking W s with unit trace.
(B) There exist E ,F such that E−1,F−1 don’t increase 2-norms too much, by which we mean that for all local
quantum states σ on either Alice or Bob’s side, it holds that ||E−1(σ)||2, ||F−1(σ)||2 <
√
d. In the appendix we
show that this is guaranteed provided that mink sk ≥ 1/d2, which is in turn true provided for states in a region
around the maximally entangled state (because for the maximally entangled state mink sk = 1/d).
Let us now see why if ρAB satisﬁes these two conditions we are able to solve Problem 3. Deﬁne a cross norm as
follows:
‖ρAB‖E−1,F−1 := inf{
∑
i
||E−1(Ai)||2||F−1(Bi)||2 : ρAB =
∑
i
Ai ⊗Bi}. (49)
Then from the fact that ρAB = E ⊗F(Ψ) we are able to calculate the value of this norm on ρAB. Indeed we see that:
‖ρAB‖E−1,F−1 = ‖Ψ‖I,I = d, (50)
because if a product decomposition of ρAB existed giving a lower value of ‖ρAB‖E−1,F−1 , then by applying the inverse
transformations we would end up with a decomposition for Ψ with a lower value than d for ‖Ψ‖I,I, which is not
possible (note that ‖Ψ‖I,I is more conventionally denoted ‖Ψ‖γ [14]).
Now let us consider the unit trace convex hulls of the local quantum states with either {E(Wi)} or {F(WTi )} .
We will argue that these state spaces are solutions to Problem 2* by invoking properties (A),(B). First we note that
the operators {E(Wi)} and {F(WTi )} have the property that ||E−1(E(Wi))||2 = ||F−1(F(WTi ))||2 =
√
d. Hence, if
we consider the unit trace convex hulls made from {E(Wi)} and {F(WTi )} with the local quantum states, then a
separable decomposition for ρAB in terms of these unit trace convex sets can only involve the operators {E(Wi)}
and {F(WTi )}. This is because by applying the strictness of the triangle inequality (10), all other operators in these
sets have a norm ||E−1(•)||2 or ||E−1(•)||2 that is too small - only the {E(Wi)} and {F(WTi )} can allow us to attain
‖ρAB‖E−1,F−1 = d. Moreover, all of the operators {E(Wi)} and {F(WTi )}must appear in the separable decomposition,
due to the operator-Schmidt rank of ρAB. This means that the convex hulls of {E(Wi)} and {F(WTi )} with the local
quantum states are solutions to Problem 2* for ρAB, and hence the conic hulls of these sets give a solution to Problem
3.
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VIII. CONNECTIONS WITH DECOMPOSITIONS OF LINEAR OPERATORS
There is a standard association between tensor products and linear operators that has appeared in multiple ways in
the literature (equivalence of the singular value decompositions and the Schmidt-decomposition, Choi-Jamio lkowski
isomorphism, etc). All our results can hence be expressed in terms of linear operators rather than tensor products,
and indeed the results on Problems 1 and 2 have a close relationship to previous results on decompositions of positive
operators. In this section we clarify these connections.
Following the association made in [15], Eq. (21) can be viewed as a decomposition of a linear operator on the left
hand side in terms of a ket-bra of vectors ak and bk appearing on the right hand side. With this viewpoint, Problem
2 can hence be reexpressed in the following way. Given a linear operator G acting on some ﬁnite dimensional complex
vector space, ﬁnd convex decompositions in terms of rank-1 operators:
G =
∑
i
pi |Ai〉 〈Bi| , (51)
that are ‘smallest’ ones, in the sense that the convex hulls conv{|Ai〉} and conv{|Bi〉} cannot be made smaller
while continuing to admit a rank-1 convex decomposition for G. Problem 1 on the other hand asks for convex
decompositions into rank-1 operators where the sums of the products of various norms of the {|Ai〉} and {|Bi〉} are
minimised. The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 show that some such solutions can be identiﬁed by reducing the problem
to one of ﬁnding decompositions of positive operators, and moreover that the Schmidt/Singular value decomposition
and simple transformations of it lead to these solutions. Problem 3 appears to have no similar natural linear algebraic
interpretation.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered the construction of separable decompositions for entangled quantum states that are obtained
by relaxing the requirement that the local operators in the decomposition be positive unit trace quantum states.
The motivation for this problem is the construction of LHV models and classically eﬃcient simulations for bipartite
entangled quantum states, or the multipartite quantum states that are built from them.
In this context it is of interest to ﬁnd ‘smallest’ decompositions, where the sets of local operators cannot be made
smaller while continuing to allow a separable description. We consider four variants of this problem. The ﬁrst
(Problem 1) uses norms to quantify how ‘small’ a set of operators is. The second (Problem 2) uses set inclusion (so
that one set is smaller than another if it is contained within it). The third (Problem 2*) and fourth (Problem 3)
variants we add restrictions (requiring the sets to be unit trace, contain the quantum states, or be cones) that are
important when constructing LHV models.
For the ﬁrst problem we present all solutions for bipartite states for some norms. For the second problem we present
some solutions for all bipartite quantum states. For the remaining two problems we obtain solutions for some bipartite
states, including pure states in a region around the maximally entangled state.
Our results generalise those of [8], and have strong relationships to the study of generalised probabilistic theories with
operator spaces [2], the study of discrete phase space distributions [12], cross norm entanglement measures [14, 15],
and decompositions of linear operators [20–23]. In the manner of [7] we believe that they may ﬁnd applications in the
study and simulation of entangled many-body quantum states.
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X. APPENDIX: CONDITIONS (A) AND (B)
A: We show that condition (A) can be met if the operators in the operator-Schmidt decomposition of ρAB satisfy
tr(Xi) = tr(Yi). If we take E ,F to be as in Eq. (46), then we are looking for W s that satisfy:
1 = tr(E(Wk)) =
∑
j
√
sjtr(Xj)tr(C
†
jWk),
=
∑
j
√
sjdTkjtr(Xj),
1 = tr(F(Wk)) =
∑
j
√
sjtr(Yj)tr((C
T )†jW
T
k ),
=
∑
j
√
sjdTkjtr(Yj),
where Tkj form the elements of a unitary deﬁned by dTkj = tr(C
†
jWk) = tr((C
T )†jW
T
k ). Working directly with
T rather than the W s, we ﬁnd that we must solve:
1
d
=
∑
j
√
sjTkjtr(Xj),
1
d
=
∑
j
√
sjTkjtr(Yj).
Denoting the vector with coeﬃcients
√
sjtr(Xj) by e, the vector with coeﬃcients
√
sjtr(Yj) by f (both of which
are real by Hermiticity of Xi, Yi), and the unit vector with constant coeﬃcients 1/d by g, we see that we must
ﬁnd T such that:
Te = Tf = g. (52)
Hence e, f must be identical unit vectors if a solution is to exist, and moreover an inﬁnite number of T can be
found in such cases. So we simply need to work out when e, f are identical unit vectors. From the fact that:
tr(ρAB) = 1 =
∑
i
sitr(Xi)tr(Yi) = e.f ≤ ‖e‖2‖f‖2, (53)
and using Cauchy-Schwarz we see that e, f are identical unit vectors iﬀ tr(Xi) = tr(Yi).
B: Let us represent a quantum state σ by σ =
∑
k xkXk, so that the square 2-norm of σ is given by ‖σ‖22 =
∑
k x
2
k ≤
1. E−1(σ) is given by:
E−1(σ) =
∑
k
1
d
√
sk
Cktr(X
†
kσ). (54)
A similar equation holds for F . The square of the 2-norm of this expression is given by:
‖E−1(σ)‖22 =
∑
k
|xk|2
dsk
≤ 1
dmink sk
, (55)
so if we have:
1/(dmin
k
sk) < d⇒ min
k
sk > 1/d
2, (56)
then condition (B) holds. In the case of the maximally entangled state mink sk = 1/d, so by continuity there is
a region of states around the maximally entangled state that satisfy this.
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